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Towards Automatic Generation of NoSQL Document

Oriented Models

–

 - Volume, Variety and Velocity are the three

dimensions that have definitely impacted the tools required to 

store Big Data. Adapted data management tools have arisen,

i.e. NOSQL systems. Compared to existing DBMS, NoSQL

systems are commonly accepted to support larger volume of

data, provide faster data access, better scalability and higher

flexibility. While NoSQL solutions have proven their efficiency

to handle Big Data, it’s still an unsolved problem how the

automatic storage of Big Data in these systems could be

ensured. The aim of this paper is to propose a precise and

automatic approach that guides and facilitates the Big

Database implementation task within document-oriented

systems considered as the new generation of DBMS

technology. Our approach will assist the developers to map

Big Database UML conceptual model into document-oriented

physical models; it relies on a unified model designed for

document-oriented systems. The instances of this model can be

generated to target specific NoSQL platform.

case study, detailed in section “Motivation”, requires 



visit summaries, paper prescriptions, radiology reports…) and 

–

–

patient will have his own information, and that’s how data will 

e are convinced that it’s important to provide
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A, the schema is a pair (N,C) where “ .N” is the
attribute name and “ .C” the attribute type; C can be a

.N and a type called “Oid”. In this paper, an
type is “Oid” represents a unique object

all the elements. It’s defined as a tuple (N, T, R), where:



(N,Ty) where “ .N” is the attribute name and “ .Ty” the

and a type called “Rid”. In this paper, an attribute which 
type is “Rid” represents a unique row identifier, i.e. an 

It’s a

is a pair (Key,Ty) where “ .Key” is the
property name and “ .Ty” is the property type. The schema

is also a tuple (Key, PR’)
.PR’ is a set of

erties where PR’

allows to classify these documents don’t exist. Each row in a 

For example, for a row in the logical table “Patient”, we have 



: “ ”,

: “ ”,

…

.

: Patient_1, Doctor_5 …),

Section “Experiments”. 

Modeling Framework (EMF). It’s
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